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     During my recent wonderful day at the Parrot Society of Australia’s Mini-Convention 

in Brisbane, I was asked to outline some of my principles for successfully breeding 

second and third generation psittacines who themselves have been born in custody. This 

can be a touchy subject, since it is frequently easier in aviary cages to coax wild-trapped 

parrots to reproduce, rather than their handfed and human imprinted offspring. 

In addition, this is of critical importance in small gene pools, where as experienced 

breeder birds die off, the burden is left on their sometimes less-savvy progeny to keep the 

species extant in captivity. 

     I have adopted two main guidelines when dealing with unproven pairs of parrots:   

1) Exercise supreme patience when dealing with the inexperienced birds, and 2) Practice 

a hands-off, “non-intrusive” form of aviculture until you are sure of the pair’s 

capabilities. 

     I recently had a first time hen which I had not seen in weeks since the first night she 

began sleeping in her nestbox. She was due day 28 and I have to admit that squatting 

outside the cage and speculating while listening for the slightest  of chick peeps was 

beginning to try my hobbyist patience! Yet I was in no hurry to climb up and look into 

the box and disturb her clutch merely to satisfy my own intense curiosity. If the eggs 

were infertile, at least she had proved her quality as a tight setter, and there was no real 

reason for me to open the box. There just might be the possibility that something is going 

on in there. The last thing I want for this young hen is to expose her to bright light and 

the shocking knowledge that her safe, secure, cozy nest is, in fact, not really safe at all 

from humans. 

     One of my cardinal rules is to never startle a hen on her eggs or, what’s worse, force 

her off her clutch to do some trivial touching or checking. I shake my head at bird 

breeders who complain that they have “bad” pairs who never raise chicks, while the 

keepers continually open, monitor and candle inside the box. Do you really think one can 

chase a hen, remove eggs, fiddle with them; then replace all without the mother realizing 

what has been touched, turned, cooled and disturbed? I mean, she is on these little orbs 

24-hours-a-day for weeks and knows every minute detail! 

     Moluccan Cockatoos, large lories, certain amazons and macaws are notorious for 

getting upset and nervous, then puncturing or breaking eggs when they are allowed back 

into the nest. Heaven help an aviculturist with a volatile young pair if he disturbs them on 

day one or two of chick hatch. This is a time of near maximum aggression in psittacines. 

If they note a small confusion, they may want to maim and kill—or more likely will not 

tune back into their “trance state” which has been broken and adequately feed and 

support the tiny chicks… 

     Besides, it is only by staying totally out of the equation with a young pair, that I can 

know absolutely how skillful the two birds are at parenting. This is my control data so to 



speak, the information upon which all my future work with the unproven birds will be 

built. 

 

    What About Hen Security?  

     With young and first-time parrots, I often do not even have a nesting check hole in the 

initial box. It helps discourage any impatient fooling around. Long ago my mentors 

taught me that the story of what is going on inside that box is readable from your keeper 

observations.  The greatest key to knowing that your hen is doing a commendable job on 

her eggs is the fact that you never even see her. She is being fed conscientiously by the 

cock and food consumption is heavy; but nothing, not even screaming loud parrots 

nearby or a small earth tremor prompts her to come off her clutch. This is precisely the 

kind of hens I want in my aviaries.  

     Of course it can be kind of nerve-racking the first time your beloved hen goes to nest, 

and you have not seen her in three weeks, and your human paranoid mind is telling you, 

“Heavens, what if she has died in there?” 

     Relax. He is still eating for two or three and going up to the box and all is well. So if it 

is not broken, do not presume to fix it. 

     Breeders who screw up and lose babies often try to tell me the hen and cock killed 

them. Normally the pair is blamed and this becomes a persistent rationalization for 

buying an incubator and stealing eggs or pulling chicks very, very young to “save” them. 

Frankly, I do not believe in blaming the birds. Killing your own babies is not a natural 

behavior. In stable, bonded pairs being housed with security, fed proper breeding and 

nestling foods, and left alone, chick killing is unlikely.  What is more plausible, 

especially when breeders begin fiddling around with the nestbox, is that the hen or pair 

became nervous when security was breached, and the chick was lost or trampled, not 

properly fed in the most fragile of day-one and day-two states, so it died. Then maybe 

they even chewed it or threw it out… 

     Immediate reaction should be for the keeper to go back and reevaluate the total 

situation. Some pairs simply will not feel safe enough to raise a clutch unless the box is in 

the cage with them, concealed behind boughs or wood boarding, and raised up to a height 

of eight feet or more. Many boxes are basically loud echo chambers that wobble on loose 

anchor hooks and have way too much floor room inside for a young hen to keep the eggs 

and chicks together and protect them from being jostled. 

     The point is, for the expert aviculturist, it is not the birds’ fault. 

 

   What Are We Striving For? 

     The goals we birdkeepers set for our unproven and inexperienced breeder pairs will 

directly reflect upon the way we end up managing these birds. I have known many short-

sighted breeders who have only one single goal at their facilities: the production of 

saleable offspring.  Now this may be fine as a long-term objective, especially for the 

larger commercially-oriented aviaries. At The Perfect Parrot here in Hawaii, it took me 

well over 10 years to realize my wish to have 100% proven pairs at my hobby facility. 

But such “end in sight” goals can seriously cloud the little day-to-day successes that 

make for training your first-time breeder birds, and making them into solid avicultural 

assets.  



     Let’s take an example. We have a young Red-Sided Eclectus pair still immersed in the 

throes of puberty (he is three years, she four). They show interest in their nest box, he 

feeds her by regurgitation, and she eventually lays and begins setting. Now the amateur 

aviculturist would get all excited and a soon as two weeks passes, begin checking in the 

box to find out if the eggs are fertile. He or she completely forgets about the fact that he 

never heard or saw copulation or that the male is barely old enough to have much 

fertilization capability.  After four straight days of opening the nest on the hen, the eggs 

are deemed barren and discarded. She is totally confused, promptly begins to recycle a 

new clutch, and once again the novice breeder’s hope begin to soar. A dangerous cycle 

has begun. 

     Patience and the non-intrusive methodology lead the savvy hobbyist to handle the 

situation much differently.  (Moreover, he or she probably waited an extra year or more 

to give the pair a nest box so that they were both undeniably mature enough and ready to 

be successful parents!)  If the “end goal” of saleable chicks is eliminated, or at least 

postponed to its rightful place, the idea of the young pair “failing” at breeding is totally 

avoided. Instead it is replaced by an optimistic chain of small successes, each of which is 

gratifying to the aviculturist.  

     First the pair was compatible to the point of the male beginning to feed her. Second 

they accepted and entered the nesting chamber. Third the hen laid the first eggs of her 

still young life and to all appearances is setting on them 24-hours a day while receiving 

“breakfast and dinner in bed” from the cock! (No peeking, remember.) 

     Next we wish to set a further goal of her setting the eggs to the scientifically 

documented term of incubation, or about 26 days—plus we give her an extra week so that 

she becomes restless and very aware that nothing is alive in there. Then we take the eggs 

and either leave the box check door open, or remove the box entirely. Voila, now we 

have a hen who is a proven layer and setter, and a male who is performing his 

regurgitation role.  

     That leaves only the courting and mating and fertilization process to be worked on in 

the season ahead.  Patience says we do not encourage them to re-lay  this season as this 

would happen in a quick two or three week cycle, and there is very little likelihood the 

young cock will have time to begin a courting and mating process. He needs to age and 

the sexual instincts have to become stronger and the pair bond needs to develop. 

     Short term successes in aviculture lead to that long term end goal of baby birds. That 

is why it is so important to lead you young pairs along the road to experience and train 

them, not interrupt their learning and label them “bad parents.” After eggs are fertilized 

and hatched, we still have to teach our pairs to feed and care for the chicks up until the 

time they are food independent, or at least until they have spent enough weeks in the box 

to be strong, naturally immunized, and ready for final handfeeding. 

     Patience and non-intrusive aviculture. It works. 

     With aloha, EB 

       

      

      

      

         

 


